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I PREFACE

.This report presents work which was performed under the Army-Navy

Instrumentation Program, a research and development program directed by

the United States Office of Naval Research. Special guidance is provided

to the program from the Army Signal Corps, the Office of Naval Research

and the Bureau of Naval Weapons through an organization known as the Joint

Instrumentation Working Group, The grnup is currently composed of the

following representatives:

U. S. Office of Naval Research
- LCDR R,N. de Callies

U. S. Bureau of Naval Weapons
- CDR J. Perry

U. S. Army Office of the Chief Signal Officer
- Mr. W.C. Robinson

The paramount objective of the ANIP is to sixplify and to improve

the relationships between man (the operator) acd the machine he controls

to provide the man-machine complex with all-visibility operating

capabilities.

The program under which this study was performed is coordinated by

the Electronics Department of Bell Helicopter Company, a Division of

Bell Aerospace Corporation, a Textron company, and operates under ANIP

Contract Nor 1670(00). Bell Helicopter Company is designated as

industry coordinator to conduct the ANIP with special reference to fli.ht

vehicles with steep gradient capabilities (rotary w).ng, VTOL, ground

j effect machines, etc.).
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ABSTRACT

The use of a motion simulator in the evaluation and testing of these

display and instrumentation concepts which are central to the objectives of

the Army-Navy Instrumentation Program (ANIl') poses the same question that is

asked of any testing device; namely, to what extent does the device allow a

valid evaluation of the developments usider consideration. The itltimate it;

validity in such a situation would be achieved when operator behavior in the

simulator corresponds precisely to control beh~vior in the system being

simulated which, in this case, is a helicopter in all of its different flight

modes. Since it is unrealistic to expect exact behavior correspondence in

the two situations the task is one of determining the extent or degree of

aj)prcxiwation.

This report summarizes the results of a series of three investigations,

both simtilator and flight test, designed to determine the relative proficiency

allowed by motion information in the simulator in a hovering flight mode and,

secondly, to determine with appropriate measures the degree to which control

behavior in the helicopter Is approximated by behavior in the simulator whet,

the tasks are equivalent.

The proficiency results are rep%.rted in terms of integrated absolute

error scores about the various axex defining the hovering taskeand the

behavioral data. that is, the data Ondica1tve of the w&y in which the helicop-

ter and nimulator arc controlled by the operator, Age presented In the form

of auto-correlation function..

I
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I
I. INTRODUCTION

This report i, the first of a series of studies designed to validate

the Bell Helicopter Company dynamic flight simulator against an actual heli-

copter. The prime objective of this study was to demonstrate with experimental

data the extent to which operator performance on the simulator approximates

that obtained from a helicopter when the tasks are equivalent. The rationale

for this particular area of investigation stems from the basic philosophy of

the instrumentation program; namely, thAt the simulator as a research tool

should exhibit dynamic characteristics such that performance data obtained in

the inbratory should approximate that of in-flight research, not so much in

absolute level of performance as in direction or trend of such data.

Such a position poses a number of questions to be answered before any

degree of Luafidence can be placed in the validity of the simulator which, in

the design, developm'nt and evaluation of various display-control concepts,

must require operator behavior equivalent to that encountered in an aircraft.

For example, a question of long standing relates to the necessity of incor-

porating motion in a simulator utilized for such purposes and, if so, what

type of motion and what role does it play in the performance of various op-

erator tasks. Much of the information bearing on this problem has been based

upon anecdotal and quasi-experimental evidence, primarily because of the lack

of a system with sufficient motion flexibility to allow thorough study of the

variab2es involved, This is not to say that this is a consideration in all

simulation investigations, since the need for motion should vary as a function

of the. use of the simulatur. That is, the requirement varies as a function of

whether the simulator is used for procedures training, training for an opera-

tional system, or for evaluation of system components and concepts.

iI



In the past few years a number of studies have been conducted to deter-

mine the effect of simulatir motion upon the performance of a variety of

tracking tasks. This increased effort stems from the fact that real flying

has become prohibitive in terms of cost which, in turn, has led to investiga-

tions of different types of simulators as an economical means of training

pilots and testing systems. However, the type of simulator required to allow

a realistic presentation of various flight tasks is dependent upon a number of

factors. Rathert, et al (8 ) in distinguishing between a mandatory stimulus

and one which is merely desirable, reported that a landing-approach problem

utilizing an ILS presentation could be performed quite satisfactorily with a

fixed-base simulator and standard instruments. However, in the iutudy of air-

craft dynAmics, both longitudinal and lateral, it was found that the require-

ment of motion depends upon the responsiveness of the system and the type of

maneuver being performed. Thcy conclude that, in general, there is a region

of . -rcraft characteristics in which some form of motion is necessary in order

to achieve reali'tic simulation. flowever, there is also a oroad range of re-

sponse characteristics for which fixed-base simulation appears to be adequate.

In a tater study Creer, et al ( 4 ), found that pilot opinion of roll perform-

ance of a fighter-type aircraft more closely approximated that of in-flight

pilot opinion when simulated on a rolling simulatoi than on a fixed-base

simulator. When roll accelerztions were relatively small, fixed-base results

were In close agreement with the other two modes of evaluation. However, as

angular accelerations increased the discrepancy between f 4 xcd-base results

and the other two alto -ncreased. In this latter situation high angoiar ac-

ceirations imposed forces on the operator which were detrimental to precise

control, Indicating that the reling-sim'flator more closel resembled the

aircraft and w,.s, conseclaently, more realistic in the kir.A of behavior re-

2



quired of the operator.

In studying the effect of simulator pitch and roll motions on subject

performance of a pure putsuit and a lead-collision tracking task, Douvillier,

et al (4), found that in tracking such targets motion simulator results ap-

proximated more closely those of flight than did static simulator results.

The investigation indicated that such display evaluations should not be per-

formed in the absence of appropriate motion information and, even then,

generalizations should be made with care until a more comprehensive relation-

ship is established between motion stimuli and degree of realism.

In a study designed to investigate the effect of motion information on

the tracking of a close-coupled task in which the degree of stick-force was

varied, Brown, et al ( ), found that performance was enhanced by the addition

of motion cues, particularly under the condition of zero stick-force. In the

absence of motion one of the subjects exhibited control reversals under the

condition of zero stick-force, but such was not the case with higher stick-

forces or with motion.

The majority of such studies have shown that motion is facilitative Vo

the tracking task, and, even in those studies in which it was shown that mo-

tion was not necessary, is deemed highly desirable from the standpoint of the

participating subjects. However, the measures of similarity between dynamic

and fixed-base simulators and flight-test results have usually been expressed

in terms of performance scores which represent the output of both system and

operator. The proficiency allowed by a given set of condi'ions is thus in-

terpreted in terms of the magnitude of such scores relative to that achieved

under other conditions. Such measures tell you, in effect, 'how well' an op-

erator performs a task rather than 'how' h- performs it. Coriequently, equi-

valent scores acrosb a set of conditions does not necessarily mean that they

3I



were achieved in the same manner, but only that the conditions were such that

the operator could attain similar performance levels.

The thesis posed previously that adequate simulation is dependent upon

similar operator behavior being required in the simulator as is required by

the operational system is not testable by such performance scores as discussed

above. WhL As rent re Are measures which will allow a more analytical ap-

proach t, : task of assessing the characteristics of the behavior involved

in the perfonMance of simulated control tasks. Fitts, Bennett and Bahrick (,)

have recognized this problem in their development of equipment which simplifies

the computation of continuous correlation fanctions derived from tracking data.

Brown, Kuehnel, Nicholson and Futterweit (Q), in their validation of the naval

centrifuge as a flight simulator, also recognized the possibility of introducing

differential biases across experimental conditions when using integrated error

scores as performance measures. Consequently, they have applied a spectral

density analysis to their results in order to avoid the possibility of biasing

their evaluation of the centrifuge with uncontroiled factors.

Such studies as these have served to point up the facilitative aspects of

notion information in certain situations, and also the need to use performance

measures which are truly indicative of what the operator is doing in terms of

the frequency and amplitude content of his control output. The latter require-

ment appears to be particularly true in those situations in which it is desired

to determine the validity of a simulation system; that is, to determine the

similarity of extent if approximation of operator behavior as exhibited in the

simulator and the opetational system.

Statement of the Problem

1h summary, this study was designed to investigate the relative effect of

motion information upon performAnsce of a simulated hovering task in both a

4



fixed-base and dynamic simulator situation; to relate these data to that ob-

tained under controlled conditions cf helicopter flight; and, finally, to

explore the possibility of comparing operator performance under these condi-

tions by means of auto-correlation funttions.

A
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11, THE RXPER1MIS - STUDY 1

This report is a composite of the results obtained in a series of three

studies, the first two of which were conducted concurrently. The purpose in

breaking the overall problem down into a number of discrete investigations

was to utilize more fully the simulation facility and the availability of

subjects. Although each study is to be described in detail in the body of

this report, in general, the three studies weze as follows:

Study 1: This investigation consisted of tL.. training of two groups of

skilled helicopter pilots on the dynamic simulator under three experimental

conditions: no-notion, angular notion without washback, and angular notion

with washback. The purpose of this line of investigation was to determine

the relative proficiency allowed by motion information, if any, and secondly,

to determine which of the two types of notion required operator performance

most closely approximating that required to control an actual helicopter.

Study II: This study involved the training of *wo groups of unskilled

subjects on the simulator under the conditions of motion and no-motion.

Following training on one of these conditions each group was given a series

of trials in a helicopter in which the task was to maintain a hover. The ob-

jective here was again to determine the facilitative effects of notion as well

as to ascertain the effects of motion in preliminary training on proficiency

in the flight article.

Study IlIl This study consisted of the training of two skilled subjects

in the simutator and then scoring their performance in a helicopter 1dich was

Instrumented in the same fachion ai the simulator. The data of this ctudy were

reduced to a form which would allow comparisons with the operator performance

data of Study I.

jWith this general desciption, the details of the procedures and results
6
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of the three studies are giver below.

SThDY I

11.#3 The Tasks and Procedures

The task given the subjects in this study consisted of a hovering-type,

continuous tracking task in which the subjects were instructed to so control

attitude and heading as to maintain a hover relative to position information

presented in a vertically oriented, contact-analog type display. In addition

to the maintenance of longitudinal and lateral position thcough the appropri-

ate control of pitch and roll attitude the subjects were also required to

control altitude, heading, manifold-pressure and engine rpm.

The experimental design of the study was such that each of two groups of

highly skilled helicopter pilots was randomly assigned to one of two experi-

mental conditions. The conditions consisted of, In one case. training on a

simulator in whieh the above flight parameters were controlled by means of

visually presented information alone, i.e., the simulator was fixed. In the

second case, the simulator was free to move with four degrees of freedom in

conjunction with the vlsually presented information. Angular accelerations

of the simulator itself were such that the accelerations of the simulator

platform closely approximated the computed angular position of the helicopter

being slmozlated. Pitch and roll motions were essentially position resporzes

in that they wcre not washed-back to a neutral position. However, yaw and

heave responses of ie platform were filtered in that the system would retutrn

or wash-back to the neutral or starting position following a control input.

Following assignment to each of the two grolips the subjects were qIven

five sessions of training. Each session consisted of sixteen two-minute trials

with a ten-minute rest interval between the eighth and ninth trial. The inter-

val between each trial ws of alproximately forty-five seconds duration and was

7
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utilized in recording the appropriate performance scores and zeroing or nulling

the voltage output for each control for which the subject was responsible.

This consisted of fote-and-aft cyclic position, lateral cyclic position, rudder

pedal position, collectivp pitch position and throttle setting. Prior to the

beginning of the first session the subjects were briefed as to the purpose of

the study and given a detailed description of the task as it related to the

controls and displays which were provided. The instructions provided to the

subjects are included in Section A of the Appendix.

Upon completion of the five sessions on the initial condition, the subjects

were then transferred to the opposite condition and given a series of three more

sessions in which the procedures were the same. Following completion of training

on the transfer conditions both groups were given an additional series of three

sessions on a condition in which the normal angular pitch and roll responses

were also washed-back to the starting position. In summary, the experimental

conditions for the two groups were as foXlows:

Group A: Motion (Normal Angular Accel.) No Motion Motion (Normal

Angular Acceleration with Wash-back).

Group B: No Motion Motion (Normal Angular Accel.) Motion (Normal

Angular Acceleration with Wash-back).

The first two conditions were presented ia an ABBA order such that the two groups

could serve as a control for each other. However, both groups transferred to the

wash-back condition iv the same order because of the difficulties inherent in the

task of patching both tWe normal angular and wash-back equations simultaneously.

1I.2 The Experlment~l Apparatus

Due to the complexity of thie equlpment utilized in this study it can best

be described in terms 0" the major components which sanke up the simulation fa-

I



cility. Although these are described in greater detail in two papers by

Willis (12,13)t a general layout of the facility and the relationship of the

components to each other is given in Figure 11.1. In general the facility

may be considered to consist of the display generation system, the dynamic

platform, the computer and motion equations, the simulator cockpit and the

experimenter's console.

I
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Display Generation System - The generation system for the contact analog dis-

play is presented in sketch form In Figure 11.2. TIs3 system, wtjirbh was servo-

driven by computer-output signals. was so gimballed that it rolled about@

pitched about 0 . and yawed abcut an axis perpendicular to the plane of the

grid wires (D and in line with the position of the point light source (

Trhe perception of fore-and-aft translation is generated by the motion of the

endless belt of grid wires configured in 0 which move about the longitudinal

axis of the system.

4 'P
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Lateral notion is generated by motion of the longitudinal wires about the

lateral axis. These two systems are contained within a barrel-like structure

suspended from a yoke . Apparent change in altitude is gcrerated by vari-

ation in the distance of the point light source from the grid wires.

The formation of an apparent horizon and background infornation is genera-

ted by a second light source mounted within a small frame nt in the upper

region of the generation system. The shadow generated by tui&. sysM is prn-

jected on a mirror reflector 0 , which projects the pattern on stie-t vellum

, 1. The total image projected on the screen at D is picked up by a

closed-loop TV system as depicted in Pigure I'..l and reproduced at the experi-

menter's console and in the simulator cockpit.

The s stem as described was capable of reproducing the six degrees-of-

freedom ot motion encountered in normal helicopter operation. Sumuarizing,

the angular excursions about the x. y, z axes of the helicopter were generated,

respoctively, by pitching the system at the pivot point 0 rolling about 0 *

and yawing about the point of intersection of the longitudinal and lateral axes.

lite three translational degrees-of-freedom were generated by driving the two

endless belts of grid wires both fore-and-aft at,d laterally, and driving the

point-source lamp to varying positions on the Z axis to simulate changes in

altitude. flowever, the altitude channl a deSLribed was not used in this

study for reasons givena later in this report.

12



The Dynamic Simulator - Although a corplete description of the flight simula-

tor and its response capabilities are given in Bell Helicopter Cos'pany Techni-

cal Report D228-370-O01 (12). the system may best be described as an hydrau-

lically-actuated. servo-controlled system which is capable of responding with

six degrees-of-freedom of motion. The physical configuration of the system is

illustrated in Figure 11.3, in which the platform with attached cabin is in

both a median vertical position and a hard left roll.

,

FIGURE 11.3. PHOTOGRAPHIC RBPRESBNTATION OF DyNAIC SIMULATOR
WITH kiTACHED CABIN IN BOTH A MEDIAN VERTICAL
POSITIG4 AND EXTRW LFT ANK.

13
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With regard to the limits of travel, the simulator is capable of pitching

within the limits of - 109 with a maximum velocity of 160/sec and a maximum ac-

celeration of 400/sec2. The roll response also occurs within 100 limits with

a maximum velocity of 170/sec and a maximum acceleration of 600/sec2. The third

angular response, yaw, also occurs within the limits of ±100 with a maximum

velocity of lO0 sec and a maximum acceleration of 150/sec2.

Although the simulator is capable of the three translational motions of

heave (vertical), surge (longitudinal), and sway (lateral), the latter two are

used primarily as compensatory motions to reproduce with greater fidelity the

pitch and yaw responses of aircraft with an offset axis of rotation such as is

encountered in tandem-rotored helicopters. Consequently, of the three

translational motions, heave was the only channel over which the subjects ex-

erted independent control. The limits of vertical travel within which the

simulator operates are appreximately _3.5 ft or an overall travel of 7 ft.

Within these limits the maximum velocity attainable is 6.6 ft/sec with a maxi-

mim acceleration of 6.5 ft/sec2. To opt imie the accelerations and yet stay

within the confines of these limits a motion conservation network is included

in the motion equations which allows the simulation of large vehicular excur-

sions through the emphasis of certain frequencies and amplitudes of acceleration.

Analog Computer and Motion Equations Opc-',tion and control of the simulator

and display generation systeta was accomplished through a Berkeley EASE Model

1000 electronic analog computer. This equipment, which has the necessary

flexibility for the solution of equations of motion for a number of vehicular

systems, both ground and airborne, includes 175 splifiers, 60 intcgrators,

34 servo multipliers, 2 function generators, 2 electronic multipliers, and

three 8-channel Sanborn pen-recorders. In addition to providing a permanen

record of performance data, .ese recorders were also utilized in the initial

14I



check-out of the motion equations and in daily calibration procedures,

The equations o± motion used in this study were those of an HTL-7 heli-

copter, a light, two-place Navy trainei. The equations for this system were

programmed on the computer to provide driving signals for the servo motors of

the display generation system and the hydraulic servos of the simulator plat-

form. They were derived for a hovering mode of flight for the helicopter;

that is, the aerodynamic damping terms produced by translational velocities

were not inLtuded in the equations. Coefficients for the equations were

assumed to be constant for the small displacements and low velocities en-

countered in the hovering condition. For small motions about the point of

hover produced by minor control and external disturbances, these linearized

equations described quite satisfactorily thi dynamics of the actual helicopter.

However, since the equations were linearized, the operational velocity limits

were restricted to regions within which the translational damping terms did

not enter into the determination of the response characteristics. The deriva-

tions and the assumptions underlying them are reported in detail in two reports

by iHackler (6,7). The computer diagrams for the equations of motion are also

presented in Appendix B.

Simulator Cabin - Except for the display system the simulator cabin and con-

trols were an exact replicA of the helicopter being simulated. The controls,

consisting of cyclic stick, :udder pedals, collective and throttle, were con-

vent4 onal in configuration, placement and function. Figure JI.4 is a photo-

graphic representation of the left side of the cabin, the bide from which the

subjects normally flew the system.

Situated immediately in front of the subject's seat at a distance of ap-

proximately 26 inches was a curved, transpdrent lens wbich collimated the

projected ccntact analog il:mg such that, from the subject's viewpoint, it ap-
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peared to be focused at virtual infinity. This lens, in reality a spherical

section, functioned as a narrow band reject filter whictt transmi'ted only 6%

of the ambient light at 5250 angstroms. However, a limitatior inherent in

this particular system was the "knothole affect" which resulted from the re-

striction in area from which the display could be viewed.

116
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FIGURE I,, PICTORIAL PRESENTATION OF THE LEFT SIDE OF THE SIMULATOR
CABIN SHOWING PLACEMENT OF CONTROLS AND DISPLAY SCREEN*

The image projected on the lens was generated by the system described

in Figure 11*2* The shadowgraph which was projected on the sheet vellum was

picked up by a TV camera and, by means of a closed-loop System, transnit ed

to a monitoring scope at the experimenter's console as well as to the simu-

lator cabin. The vidicon picture was reproduced in the cabin on a convention-

al S-inch CRT on the face of which was attached a projection head assembly.

This assembly, depicted in vtgure 11,5 contained a S-inch ground glaes plate

which formed the lens object plane, a 45 reflective mirror, and the lens

elements The object pattern was reflected off the 450 reflective mirror

and imaged by the lens on 'iho focal plane of the combiner lens*

17



FIGURE II,.5 CONFIGRATICN OF OPTICAL PROJECTICN
HEAD AND CO4BINIR LENS.

With this arrangement the ground pattern image from the lens system became

the object of the curved combiner lens. Since it was located coincidental

with the mirror focal plane the pattern w:% reflected off the mirror In

collimated form. The entire pattern consisted of a 16.0 x 16.0 inch picture

and comprised a 370 x 370 angular field of view which could be seen from a

point within the elliptical cone-shaped region of visibiliiy which was centered

about the system exit pupil (knothole),

I
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Cabin Vibration - Attached firmly to the aft bulkhead of the cabin was an

electric motor which rotated two eccentric weights. These weights Were ro-

tated at 10 cps and 5 cps to reproduce the one- and two-per-rev vibrations

characteristic of two-bladed, single-rotor helicopters. Being firmly attached

to the cabin the vibrations generated by the off-center weights were trans-

mitted to the simulator operator through the cabin structure.

Engine and Rotor Noise - A continuous tape recording of engine and rotor noise

was included in the cockpit enviro ument. A stereo system was used such that

the rotor noise was introduced by a speaker system mounted above the pilot.

The engine noise was introduced through speakers behind and below the pilot.

Since the recordings were made from inside a helicopter on tiedown. there was

no variation in the frequency or loudness of the two components as would be

experienced by variation in power requirements; that is, if throttle and

collective settings were varied. Actuation of these speakers was controlled

through a waster switch at the experimenter's console.

Hovering Altimeter - Situated immediately behind and to the left of the trans-

parent combiner lens was an instrument which presented qualitative altitude

information. The need for such an instrument was generated by the inability

to produce sufficient change in the perspective size of the ground-plane tex-

ture as to be discriminable as an altittic[ change. The display, as prerrnted

in Figure 11.6, was a servo-diven photographic film enclosed behind an

"hour-glass" shaped opening. When the index on the tape was positioned at

the narrow "waist" of the display the simulator waz at the required hovering

altitude of 5 feet. Any deviation from this altitude was indicated by a move-

ment, up or down, of the position index. The response of the moving tape was

correlated with the direction of movement of the collective co.ntrol and, as

such, gave a precise though non-quantitative indication of altitude deviations#

19!



FIGURE II.6. PHOTOGRAPHIC U1U3BSATATICN OF HOVE3RING ALTIMB72R
SUPER IMPOSUD WEIND TRANSPARENT COMBINER LENS.
THE ALTIMETER AS PORTRAYED WAS IDENTICAT. TO THAT
USE~D IN THE SIMULATOR.

20



In this configuration the usable range of the instrume'nt was ±5 feet, or an

overall travel of 10 feet*

The relationship of the altitude information presented by the altimeter

to the ground plane and position information presented In the combiner leas

are depicted in Figure II.?, The intersection of the two broad lines repre-

ALTITUDE DISPLAY

FIGURE 11.7. PERSPECTIVI ILLUSTRATIGI OF~ THEl CONTACT ANALOO
GROUND PLANS AND POSITIQIING OF THE HDVERING
ALTIMER WITHIN IT.

iented position information over which the subjects were instructed to hold a

hover* Situated to the right of the combiner lern . one above the other, wre

two conventional instruments which presented manifold pressure and rotor rpm

information. The computer equations responsible for driving these instruments

were programmed such that engine rpm and rotor rp were a fixed ratio.

21



Simulator Cabin Controls - As noted previously, the controls provided in the

cabin were conventional to the HTL-7 class helicopter. The cyclic control

was mounted in the center of the floor on the left side of the cabin. The

control was 25 inches long from the fulcrum to the top of the grip with both

a fore-and-aft (pitch) and lateral (roll) travel of 15 inches. The overall

travel of the adjustable foot pedals from one extreme to the other was 6.5

inches. A collective pitch control was mounted on the left side of the cabin

at the base of the cabin seat. This control was 22.5 inches in lengtit from

the fulcrum to the top of the stick with a full travel of 20 inches. Mounted

on the top of the collective control was a motorcycle-grip type throttle con-

trol which had a range of travel from 0-1800. A clockwise rotation of the

throttle produced an increase in simulated rotor rpm and/or manifold pressure.

Experimenter Console - All components of the system were controlled from the

experimenter console which is illustrated in Figure 11.8. In addition to a

monitoring TV scope this station also contained the readout meters for each

channel that was scored as well as an inter-lock Litcuii that allowed a master-

control switch to be effective onlV when all components of the system were

ready for a given trial to begin. This tended to reduce the number of abortive

trials that could be introduced by a misalignment of switches or component

malfunctions. Also controlled from this station were the hydraulic pumps,

magnetic tape recording system, display generator servo motors and reset

counters for scoring integrators.

11.3 Techniques of Measurement

The development of th;,. performance measuring equipment was dict.oted by

the desire to achieve an immediate and quantitative indication of operator

performance following the termination of a given trial. To obtain this end,

advantage was taken of the: fact that the electrical signals generated in the
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FIGUREU oS. ffiCYV'3AffIC PRESENTATION OF BXPERIMMMNIN
CONSOLE WITH SIMULATOR IN THE BACKGRO W *

analog computer were analogs of the parameters of the simulated vehicle*

However, rather than score the computer output signals which were subject to

"drift," the loop was, in effect, closed around the display generatox a.4 thi.

position feedback voltages from the potentiometer at each axis of the display

generator were scored instead. These voltses corresponded to deviation: from

a null position, consequently, they were perceived as a displacement oc error

by the simulator operator. The generation of a voltage in this manner

corresponded to an uncontrolled error of displacement and was, accordingly, a

true indication of operator performance. By using an error voltale either

the absolute value or the squared error voltage as an integrator input, it was

possible to obtain the average error, absolute error, or 3M error for a given

experimental run. The absolute error was utilixed as the measure most repre-
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sentative of system performance since it gives a cumulative indication of the

extent of subject error when taken across the period of a trial. The parameters

about which the absolute error scores were taken consisted of fore-and-aft

(North-South) and lateral (East-West) position deviations. Pitch and roll dis-

placements of the display generation system were also integrated to give abso-

lute error scores, but these were not "errors" in the same sense since pitch

and roll control were incidental to the task of maintaining position.

In con.junction with the integrating circuits which provided absolute

error scores, a magnetic tape recording system was also used to provide entry

into an IBM 650 digital computer. The magnetic tape system consisted of an

Ampex FR-11O0 magnetic tape unit tied to an ASCOP Model OCK Commutator-Keyer.

The ASCOP system converted the low frequency control data to Pulse Duration

Modulation (M) form prior to recording on one of seven available tape tracks.

Reproauction and decommutation of the recorded information was accomplished

with an Ampex FR-1100 tape transport system and an ASCOP M-series ground sta-

tion which could provide up to eight simultaneous analog outputs. These analog

outputs were then routed through a paper-tape punch system at a 20-per-second

rate using a digital code which was compatible with the paper tape reader of

the IBM 650 data processing computer. The tape reader transferred the informa-

tion on the punched tape to punched cards which were in turn processed c.t the

IBM 650,

11.4 Methods of Analy

In addition to the absolute error score which was dir-ussed in the pre-

vious section, the data were also subjected to a iumber of statistical enalyeta

deaigned, first, to determine the significance of any diftf.rences that might

exist between the perforimance of the two t;roups under the Mc.ion and No-Motion

conditions, and, secondly. to demonstrate the actual differences which existed
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in the frequency and amplitude of the operator's control output under the two

conditions.

The absolute error scores were averaged across the subjects for each of

the two groups and then subjected to a test of significance by the Mann-Whitnmey

U test, a nonparametric alternative to the "t" test which avoids the assumptions

underlying the parametric test. Although six channels of data were scored rela-

tive to the absolute error scores (N-S position, 1-W position, yaw, altitude,

pitch and roll) for each of the two conditions, only the N-S, E-W errors were

subjected to the U test. This procedure steamed from the fact that the effects

of motion were most likely to be exhibited in the contro.l of these two parameters.

The data which were recorded on the magnetic tape system and transferred

to IBM cards were analyzed by a procedure which provided auto-correlation

functions.

Auto-correlation Functions - Since the mbsolute error scores gave only a.i in-

dication of relative proficiency or "how well" a given operator controlled the

simulator and no indication of "ho;s" the system was controlled, it was deter-

mined that a more analytical procedure ihich is descriptive of the frequency

characteristics of controller behavior was in order. In view of these c.n-

siderations it was decided to analyze the data which were related to the op-

erator's output in terms of auto-correlation functions since such functions

would allow a direct comparison of behavior across the simulator conditions

withcut further transformation.

Before reporting in detail the simulator and flight test results, some

consideration shovi.d be given tc the theory and assumptions underlying the use

of auto-correlation functions as descriptive of processes which are associated

with both system and operator output. The application of ;.ato-correlation

functions to the task of ititerpreting such output data is based prinm.irily
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upon the assumption that the process which yields the data is a stationary

random one and exhibits ergodic properties. A stationary random process

is one in which the statistital properties of the system in which the

process occurs is independent of the time over which the process occt'rs or,

stated differently, that any sample extracted from such a record is repre-

sentative in terms of statistical properties of any other sample that could

be drawn from the record for any comparable length or time, The second

assumption is based on the ergodic hyrothesis which states that any large

number of observations made on the output of a given system has# for

arbitrarily selected instants of time, the same statistical properties as

the same number of observations made on the outputs of arbitrarily selected

similar systems at the same instant of time.

In theory one would expect the assumptions of an ergodic process to be

most closely approximated under those conditions in which the output

characteristics of a system remain unchanged over an extended period of

time during which the system is sampled. If sampling consists of the re-

cording of operator output data as he endeavors to control such a system*

then the hypothesis is even more closely approximated if he is performing

at a level which is uncontaminated by factors such as learning and fatigep

thus the requirement for asymptotic proficiency as exhibited by the

simulator and flight test data.

The physical meaning of the concept of the auto-correlation function

might be explained by the use of any one of a number of examples, provided

that the exemplary quantity is random and continuously vdrinble. If we assmee

the output of the cyclic control stick about any given axis to be such a quan-

tity and if at a given moment t the value of x(t) (the value of the cyclic
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output) is large, then the probability is small that at the instant t +

where Tis sufficiently small, the value of x (t +T) will be equal to zero.

However, if a sufficiently large value of T is taken then the quantity

x (t +T) may have any arbitrary value. Therefore, for large values of T the

magnitudes x(t) and x (t +T) might be considered as independent random quan-

tities ( 0), This indicates that the behavior of a random quantity x(t) is

characterized not only by its value at every given instant t, !ut also by the

mutual relation between the values of the function x(t) at instants t and

t + T. A measure of this relationship between values x(t) and x(t +'r) is the

auto-correlation function.

The auto-correlation functions for the control stick outputs were calcu-

lated using the relationship

I N' xi a cositrol stick output.) -Z .-T  _ X i  axi *r
inl

In this particilar case T was an integral numer representing a specific data

point shift from 0 to 98. As each data point was 0.1 second apart in time the

total shift was equal to 9.8 seconds. N represented the total number of data

points or words extracted from stick motion recordings. For a given two-

minute trial there were 1200 data points available for use, and of this total,

/70 data points were extracted from the middle of the distribution. In this

.ase N a 770 data points (a time span of 77 seconds), of which 98 shifts of

0.1 second each were made for determination of the function. Further the func-

tion t jxx(T) was normalized at each point by dividing through by its :-ro

argument; that is, by its mean square value. This latter procedure was

followed for the purpose of simplifying the ploting of the auto-correlation

functions.
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11.5 Subjects

The subjects used in this investigation consisted of ten highly skilled

helicopter pilots who were employees of Bell Helicopter Company. At the time

of the study all subjects were current Ansofar as helicopter flight qualifi-

cation were concerned, wi' three of th? ten being actively engaged in the

flight test program as test pilots, and two being engaged in flight acceptance

tests as representatives of the Bureau of Naval Weapons. The subjects were

male, white, ranging in age from 29 to 42, with an average age of 33.7 years.

Th flight experience ranged from 300 to 5500 hours with an average flight

time of 2700 hours.

I
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ll, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - STUDY I

/2 min.

The integrated absolute error score Y /e/dt) results are presented in

Figures 111.1 and 111.2. As noted previously these performance measures con-

sisted of an absolute voltage integration of the error generated by the sub-

jects in their efforts to hover the simulator relative to position information

presented in the contact analog display. The N-S. E-W notations in the two

figures refer respectively to the longitudinal deviations about the lateral

line and the lateral deviations incur:ed about the longitudinal axis. Of the

two groups, Group A (Nm6) performed the training phase of the task with four (4)

degrees-of-freedom of movement in the simulator, and Group B (Nc4) performed

the same task und 'r identical conditions with the absence of simulator motion.

Fach of the subjects within each group was transferred to the opposite condition

after establishing an asymptotic performance level on the initial training con-

dition.

Examination of the data of Figures 111.1 and 111.2 illustrates the course

of learning for the two groups. The slope of the performance curve for Group A

(motion) is somewhat steeper than that for Group B (no-motion) and likewise

becomes asymptotic at a lower le vel. This relationship held for performance

on both the N-S and E-W axes of the position indicator. Upon transfer to the

opposite condition the curves indicate that the two groups reversed their rela-

tive positions. Group A, which had exhibited greater proficiency during the

training phase, now shows a marked deterioration in performance as exhibited

by the increase in the level of absolute error. Group B on the other hand,

shous an initial increase in error sLoze on the ticst trial of the transfer

condition and then a progressive improvement to a level cz;.idcra~ly below

that of Group A, ' is initial iincreie in error level on the part of Grousp B
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I
is explained by the fact that the subjects flew the system quite differently

as a function of the presence or absence of motion information. The difference

in performance on the two conditions was significant at the 1% level of confi-

dence as computed by the nonparametric Mann-Whitney R test. However, as to be

expected, the difference in performance between the two groups was not signifi-

cant when both groups were transferred to the wash-back condition in which the

pitch, roll, yaw and heave motions were washed back to a neutral position (9)

following a displacement.

The fact that the subjects controlled the system differently under the

two conditions is borne out by the time history recordings presented in

Figures 111.3 and 111.4. The recordings of Figure 111.3 were taken on a sub-

ject who had been trained to an asymptotic performance level on the no-motion

condition and then transferred to motion. Figures 111.3.a and 111.3.c are

recoidings of his fore-and-aft (pitch) and lateral (roll) cyclic control as

he performed the hovering task without motion. Figures 1!l.3.b and lll3.d

are recordings of the same functions after he had reached an asymptotic level

on the motion condition. The distinctive features of these records are rep-

resented by their frequency and amplitude characteristics. In the no-motion

condition the operator responded with relatively low frequency, high amplitude

inputs to the cyclic control In both pitch and roll. Upon transfer to th2

motion condition, with all other characteristics of the system identical, it

is seen from Figures 111.3.b and 111.3.d that the frequency of inputs increased

and the amplitude decreased. The pattern of relatively high amplitude cyclic

responses acquired by the '.hject in the trainine phase served to provide ab-

rupt and violent excursions of the platform when transferred to motion. The

magnitude of these displacements were such that they tended to throw the sub-

ject out of the "knothole" ihe exit pupil of the combiner lens), which ac-
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counted in part for the fact that Group a showed an initial increase in error

score when the transfer was made. However, after a relatively few number of

trials the pattern of response changed to that exhibited by Figures 111.3.b

and II.3.d and, commensurate with this change, there was an increase in pro-

ficiency as evidenced by the curves of Figures 111.1 and 111.2.

The records of Figure 111.4 show the same relationship of response ampli-

tude and frequency to the condition of motion, only to a greater extent and in

reverse. This subject, trained first on motion, changed his response pattern

from one of relatively low amplitude, high frequency (Figures 111.4.a and

II1.4.c) to one of higher amplitude, low frequency (Figures 111.4.b and 111.4.d)

when transferred to no-motion. Since both grmpsM performed the same task under

conditions identical except for the presence or absence of motion cues, it would

appear that the facilitative aspects of motiun were such that they allowed the

subjects to perceive and respond to an error or displacement signal more quick-

ly, as witnessed by the frequency data, and before the error had an opportunity

to accumulate, as witnessed by the cyclic amplitude data and absolute error

scores.

When these data are examirted from the standpoin of the physics of the

problem the factors contributing to the observed performance differences begin

to unfold. To put the simulator or display into motion, thpt is, to change

position, requires that it be brought to a certain rate by an acceleration,

and to this acceleration by a certain rate of onset of acceleration, etc., -

each of these successive derivatives having occurred sucLessively earlier in

time. Each of these phenomena, that is. extent of change of position, rate of

change, acceleration, rate of onset, etc., are available for observation re-

gardless of whether the operator is capable of perceiving tnem. When the per-

formance of the human opertor is examined for his ability to perceive these
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phenomena it becomes apparent that he can perceive the extent of displacement

quite precisely, and, within limits, can perceive rate Information with the

visual sense, but the higher order derivatives are difficult visual discrim-

inations. On the other hand the human operator's proprioceptive senses are

quite sensitive to accelerations, and especially to the rate of onset of ac-

celeration (jerk). If the operator can sense this third derivative of position

proprioceptively, and initiate even an approximate corrective response, he is

considerably ahead of the visual sense alone in controlling the system. If

such is the case then the perception of these derivatives operates, in effect,

to "quicken" the display complex for the operator. These "attention getting"

cues furnished by the proprioceptive system precede or lead those of the vis-

ual system with the consequence that the subject's response under the motiun

condition is characterized by higher frequency (shorter response time to an

error). The date of Figures 111.1 and 111.2 for Group A indicate that the

level of proficiency was produced by the properties of the stimulus rather

than by the learning of a given response pattern to the display system. If

this were not the case, one would not expect to see a change in the operator's

mode of response, as illustrated in Figures 111.3 and 111.4; and secondly, the

fact that the Group A subjects never regained their previous level of profi-

ciency after transfer to the no-motion condition indicated that the factors

which made for proficiency in the training situation were not present in the

latter.

Additional support for such an interpretation of the results is given by

the data of Figure 111.5 in which a plot of cyclic pitch control is d.scribed

in terms of the average auto-correlation functioc across all subjects in each

of the two groups. Although the procedures underlying lite calculation of t.ais

function have been described In a previous section, it should be remembered
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that the function <1,(') was normalized at each point by dividing through

by the mean square value. Since the zero argument 4,xx(T=O) is the mean

square value of the function, this value minus the square of the mean is a

measure of the energy expended in controlling the system as well as a measure

of the variance of the function. In the absence of an external forcing func-

tion or gust cam one would expect the random noise signals provided by the

subjects to tend toward zero (if the mean is zero) as the time shift (T)

increases toward infinity. Under such conditions the true control motions

become more and more predominant as the number of time shifts increase.

An examination of the curves of Figure 111.5 reveals a number of interest-

ing facets concerning control notion techniques under the two conditions. It

.5 I CYCLIC PITCH
MOTION OR - .0431

A NO MOTION -a' = .0829
aMOTION

Z NO MOTION

2 I

0 .

.2

.8 I.b 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5 6 6.4 7.2 8.0 8.8 9.6
TIME SHIFT (I.. SEC.)

FIGURE 11!.5. PLOT OP MEAN NORMALIZED AUTO-CORRELATIOtN
FUNCTIONS FOR FORE-AND-AFT CYCLIC OUTPUT

ACROS' ALL SUBJECTS.

is seen that the random noise drops to zero within a second in both cases,
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with the noise under the no-notion condition persisting somewhat longer than

under motion. Such a discrepancy could be interpreted to mean that control

response under no-motion was slightly slower. Secondly, the two ;urves both

show a low frequency component of a period Which is approximately equivalent

to the long period phugoid of the simulator. This indicates that the subjects

never learned to compensate completely for this effect regardless of notion

cues. Thirdly, both curves show a relatively high frequency component super-

imposed on the low frequency. In the no-motion case the period of this fre-

quency is approximately 2 seconds; in the case of notion approximately 1o6

seconds. However, in the case of no-motion this frequency damps out rather

rapidly, whereas for motion it is seen to be considerably less damped. It

appears that the subjects tighten up on control of the simulator when the

visual cues are augmented by motion cues. At the same time, even though con-

trol motions are somewhat quicker and less damped, the energy expended in

control of the simulator under the notion condition is less. From the data

of Table 111.1 it is seen that the mean variance for cyclic pitch under the

motion condition is approximately one-half that of the no-motion condition,

TABLE 111l..
Variance (2) and Standard Deviation (0) Values for

Cyclic Pitch and Roll for Mot.' n-No Motion Conditions.

hWASURB MOTIN NO-.*yrIoN

FUNCTION 2 F 2

2 2

Cyclic Pitch .0451 in2  .212 in .0829 in .288 in

Cyclic Roll .0472 in2  .217 in .1483 in2 ,3R5 in
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indicating that the subjects required approximstely twice the energy in con-

trolling the simulator when proprioceptive information was absent. Cyclic

roll variance was approximately three times as great with no-noticn as was the

case when motiou cues were present. An obvious inference here is that motion

information was more effective in assisting the subjects to control the roll

deviations in the lateral mode than was the case with the pitch deviations.

Such an inference should not be ton far out of line considerivg the fact that,

due to cross-coupling, all motion cues in the lateral mode consisted of both

roll and yaw accelerations, whereas displacements In the pitch axis were con-

fined to a single angular Potion cue.

An examination of Figure 111.6 indicates that cyclic roll control in the

simulator exhibited approximately the same characteristics except that the

CYCLIC ROLL
MOTION - 02 z .0472NO MOTION-O "1 

.1483

MOTION
.- - - - - -....- NO MOTION

.2--

.8 1.6 2.4 2 4.0 4.0 5.6 6.4 7.2 6.0 8.6 9.6
TIME SHIFT %T SEC.)

FIGURE. 111.6. PLar OF MAN NORMALIZED AUTO-CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL CYCLIC OUTPUT

ACROSS ALL SUBJECTI,,
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low frequency component was much note pronounced than in the case of cyclic

pitch. Also, the damping factors of the high frequency components ate more

similar to each other, although the damping under the motion condition appears

to be somewhat less.
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IV. THE EXPERIMENT - STIMY II

IV.l Tasks and Procedures

Study II was conducted concurrently with Study I to utiliie more fully

the availability of the simulation facility. This study involved the training

of two groups of inexperienced subjects on the two conditions of motion and

no-motion. The motion condition was the same as that utilized in Study I in

that the heave and yaw motions were "washed-back" to a neutral position follow-

Ing a control input, and the pitch and .oll displacements were essentially

position responses. The two groups of four subjects each were apportioned

randomly to the two experimental conditions, thereby se:ving as a control Cor

each other in the ABBA order of presentation. The experime.ntal tasks and

procedures were identical to those followed in Study I with the exception

that training on the initial condition in the simulator was followed by a

series of six two-minute trials in a helicopter before transfer to the second

simulator condition was made.

Flight Test Procedures - The subject's task in the helicopter was tc hold a

hover, that is, to so control pitch and roll attitude as to maintain position

over a pre-selected point on the ground. Although the maintenance of altitude

was under control of a "safety" pilot, the subjects were also required to main-

tain a given heading. Each subject was flown to the test area and instructed

in the procedures to be followed. The instructions were es.;entially the same

as those given in the simulator with the exception that the subjects were not

concerned with the control of altitude and. secondly, they controlled the

system using contact (VFR) information rather than a contact analog presenta-

tion. Upon arrival at the test area the helicopter was positioned by the

safety pilot for purposes f !,coring, and then lifted off to a hovering alti-

i
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tude of approximately three feet. The subject was then given the controls and

at a prearranged signal by the pilot the trial was commenced. Each subject

was given six two-minute trials with the interval bLtween each trial of ap-

proximately two minutes being used for repositioning of tl helicopter and

re-zeroing the scaring system.

IV.2 The Rxperimental Apparatus

The experimental equipment used in the sip.lation portion of the atudy

was the same as that used in Study I. This included the simulator, display

generation equipment, cabin, computer and notion equations, and scoring equip-

ment,

The helicopter which was used in the flight test portion of the study was

a Bell M.del 47H-. This syste was a light, two-place, single rotor utility

type helicopter of approximately 2450 pounds gross weight. The aircraft was

equipped with dual controls which allowed it to be flown from either side.

However, in this study the subjects flew from the right side of the rockpit

only.

IV.3 Techniques of Measur-!ment

As noted previously the subjects' task vas to hold a position over the

ground while at the same time holding a given heading. The heading was dic-

tated by the direction of the wind as it was desired to conduct the tests qt

all ti es with the aircraft pointed into the wind. ate fore-and-aft and lateral

deviations about the point on the ground wee measured by two observers and a

tim:r who were stationed at points external to the sphere oi operation of the

aircraft, The positio.ing of the observers relative to the helicopter la il-

lustrated in Figure IV.1 in which the sighting devices are seen to be oriented

900 to each other. One observer was positioned at a point along the longitud-

inal axis of the helicopter nd, by sighting throug;, an eyepiece on a tArget

I
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FIGURE IV.l, SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF SIGHTING
DEVICES AND OBSERVERS RELATIVE TO

THE HELICOPTER POSITION,

attached to the undercarriage of the helicopter, was in a position to record

lateral deviations of the airczaft. The deviations were recorded in terms of

displacement from a zero reference on a transparent calibrated scale which was

situated behind the eyepiece. The configuration of this equipment is given in

Figure IV.2 in which an observer is shown sighting through the eyepiece. A

FIGURE IV.;., ILL.ISTRATItN OF sIGHlTING DEVICE
WITh SEATUD OBSERVER.
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second observer was positioned at a point along the lateral axis of the heli-

copter to record fore-and-aft deviations. A third observer, who acted as a

timer, marked time in five-second intervals and signaled the two observers

when to record the al&propriate deviations. Twenty-four readings were taken

on each axis on each of the six two-minute trials resulting in a total of 144

readings per subject per axis.

IV.4 Methods of Analysi3

The performance data obtained in the simulation portion of this study

were presented in the form of absolute error scores as was the case in Study ..

However, the data obtained in the flight test portion by means of the sighting

devices were translated into feet and inches displacement froi: the hover posi-

tion and averaged to give a mean error score for each subject on each of the

two axes* The sign of the error, that is, the direction of the deviation at

each five second Interval, was ignored in order to make the measures more com-

parable to the absolute error scores of the simulator. The purpose in reducing

the errors to such a form was to allow a comparison of performance between the

two groups and determine whether the presence of motion information in the

initial simulator training situation made any difference in proficiency when

transfer was made to the helicopter.

IV.5 Subjects

The subjects for this study consisted of eight (four in each group) white,

male empioyees of teii Helicopter Uompany ranging in age from z5 to 34 years

wit1s a mean age of 28. At the lime of the study all subjects were completely

unskilled insofar as fixed- ir rotary-wing flight experience was concerned.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - STUDY 11

The results of the initial simulator training is given in Fignres V.t

and V.2 where it is seen that the sa&me basir performance reletionship betven

the two groups is exhibited as was encountered in Study I. The motion group

depontrated nore rapid acquisition of proficiency as indicated by the relative

steepness of the performance curves and achieved asymptotic proficiency at a

lower level of error in a fewer nw-ib-r of trials. When transfer to the opposite

condition was made it is seen that the .wo groups reversed their relative po-

sitions and the heretofore more proficient group now shows a marked deteriora-

tion in performance. The difference in performance between the two groups in

both the Initial training and transfer stages was significant beyond the 1%

level of confidence as calculated by the Mann-Whitney U test.

The data of Figures V.3.a and V.3.b sumarize the mean performance of the

two groups when transferred to the helicopter following the attainment of

asymptotic proficiency on the preliminary simulatov condition. Figure V.3.&

is a plot of the fore-and-aft average error for both groups across the six

two-minute trials. Each point on the two curves represents the mean average

error score for each trial. The vertical lities drawn through each point is a

plot of inter-subject variability as represented by !I standard deviation about

the mean performance per group per trial. From these it is seen that the no-

tion group, whose performance is depicted by a smooth, best-fitting curve,

started off at a lower level of error with approximately the same degree of

variability as the no-motion group. With an !ncrease ii trials it is seen that

the level of error is reduced as well as a sharp decrease ini both inter- and

intra-trial variability. Figure V.3.b presents the results of performance along

the lateral axis of the hoer position in the same form as given in Figure V.3.a.
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It is seen that the same relation ship is exhibited, namely, a marked differ-

ence in the slope of the performance curves as well as the attainment of a

lower level of error and decreased variability.

Although the differences in performance between the two groups as deter-

mined by the Mann-Whitney U test were significant at the 6% level on the fore-

and-aft axis and at the 4% level on the lateral axis; the striking featurc of

the results is not in the differences of the two groups so much as iu the

overall level of proficiency attained by both groups in such a short period of

time. By the end of the sixth trial it is apparent that the variability of

both groups had decreased considerably to a point where the difference in mean

performance was such that it would be difficult to Justify. from an economy of

training standpoint, the incorporation of motion cues in. the simulator if the

advantages to be expected are of such a short term nature. Certainly the

differences observed within the first four trials would not warrant the ex-

penditures involved if, for all practical purposes, they disappear by the cd

of the sixth trial. On the basis of the slope and levels of the curves one

would expect similaT performance levels by the end of the eighth or ninth trial.

The important implica'iion of these results exists in the fact that both

groups exhibited a much higher level of proficiency than would be expected on

the basis of such limited experience. Since the facilitative aspects of train-

ing with motion are shown to be nonexistent after a short period of time, the

factors common to both groups during initial training was the contact analog

type display aztd the response characteristics of the simutator system. It is

hypcthesiz(-d that the abstraction and presentation of visual cite- in tne con-

text of the contact analog display were such that they provided for a natural-

istic andt habit-oriented mode of presentstion. This means, in effect, that the

Incorporation and integration of visual Information into a display system that
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was consistent with the human's normal and natural mode of response resulted

in a display complex %hich contributed to a certain amount of positive transfer

when the subjects were transferred to the helicopter and required to use visual

information for which the display had been an analog. The degree of transfer

was not determinabl2 in this situation for the reasons that the subjects of

both groups had been trained to an asymptotic rather than a criterion level in

the simulator; secondly, they were trained to neither an asymptotic Por a cri-

terin level when transferred to the helicopter; and thirdly, a control group

was not run in the helicopter. The lack of such information makes it inposs-

ible to draw any hard and fast conclusions about the savings, in terms of air-

craft training time, which had been gained by initial training on the simulator.

However, there is every indication, based upon correspondence with instructor

personnel of the Bell Heliccpter Training School, that the savinLs would have

been considerable.

These results raise certain questions about the relative efficacy of in-

corporating notion in a bimulator which is to be used only for training pur-

poses. However, at this point this is only a conjecture since the simulation

training was conducted on a specialized display system Which represented a

radical departure from the conventional instrumentation which is provided for

instrument training. It may well be that simulator motion would have contri-

buted to a greater and note prolonged performance difference in the helicopter

had the initial training been performed with a different display system. The

point should be made that the implications these results have for training are

in no way related to the initial hypothesis that the simulator should .eauire

opeeator behavior similar or equivalent to that required by the system being

simulated. The data of Figures 111.5 and 111.6, particzlarl- that of Figure

111.5. attest to the fact that fo, instrumentation research simulator notion
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more clostely approximates this requirement thon does the absence of notion.

The results of Study III to be discussed in the next section also have an

immediate bearing on this problem.
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VI. THE EXPERIMENT - STUDY IIJ

V1.l Tasks and Procedures

Study III was initiated at the conclusion of Studies I and II and was de-

signed primarily to obtain data which would allow a comparison to be made be-

tween operator control behavior obtained under simulator and flight-test

conditions. Two, helicopter flight-skilled subjects were trained to an asymp-

totic level oi proficiency on the notion condition in the simulator and then

transferred to a helicopter for a series of hovering trials in which they

served as "safety" pilot for each other. The tasks, procedures and instructions

to the subjects in the simulation phase were identical to thore of Studies I and

II in which pitch and roll excursions of Ahe platform were position resposes,

and heave and yaw excursions were "washed-back" to a neutral position. The

only purpose in training the subjects in the simulator was to determine whether

their control behavior approximated that of the test pilot subjects utilized

in Study I.

Plight Test Procedures - The task given the subjects in the helicopter was

again to hold a hover under two different conditions of viewing. One condition

consisted of a contact analog presentation of the real world ground plane in

essentially the same form as was presented in the simulator. The second con-

dition consisted of a real world presentation of the earth's surface as viewed

through an opening which in size corresponded to a 30-degree solid viewing

angle. The proficiency exhibited by pilot subjects under such restricted view-

ing conditions has been reported by Wilkerson and Matheny (1I) in an earlier

study and will not be covered here except insofar as the equipments tsed in

the two studies were the same.

Each of the two 5ubjects was given two trials of five minutes doration on
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each of the two viewing conditions. In addition to controlling pitch and roll

attitude, heading and translational information as presented in the Lnalog

display, they wlere also required to control hovering altitude as presented

by a symbolic altimeter of the type described in Study I. This instrument

provided precise qualitative, though non-quantitative, information relative to

the height of the helicopter above the ground.

In contrast to the hover position information presented in the simulator

analog display and described in Study 1, the position infnrmation presented in

the display in the helicopter consisted of a large illuminated square wiich

was an integral part of the ground plane information. The task of the subjects

was to so control the helicopter as to keep the square in the center of the

display. This corresponded, in effect, to holding the helicopter over a point

on the ground.

The procedures were such that the pilot/experimenter would lift the he)i-

copter off the ground to a hover altitude of approximately seven feet and re-

quest the pilot sisbject to adjust the pitch indices attached to the display

frame until they appeared to be coincident with the horizon line. The experi-

menter would then land the helicopter anti position all symbols to a hover mode

prior to the beginning of a trial. This involved centering the hovering posi-

tion symbol in the display through a cross-pointc.. display on the experimenter's

panel. The experimenter would then lift-off to a hover, orient the helicopter

into the wind, and then turn complete control of the helicopter over to the

subject. At the onset of a trial the experimenter would tuzn on the recording

ss.'.em and time the trial. At the end of five minutes the experimenter would

take over control of the aircraft, return to the starting position If a devia-

tion had occurred, and land the helicopter preparatory to repeating the pro-

cedure for a second trial with the other subject after the experimenter/pilot
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and subject changed seating positions. This procedure was repeated twice for

each of the two conditions for each of the two subjects.

The same procedures were followed for the second viewing condition in.

which all information for controlling the helicopter was obtained by reference

to the earth's surface through a cut-out section of the amber acetate situated

immediately behind and al3gned with the combiner lens. Thus, when wearing

blue gogglea, the only Information available to the subject was that which

could be obtained by looking through the transparent section which in size

was the same as that of the lens. Each subject was also given two five-minute

trials tn this condition. Since these subjects were highly skilled and pro-

ficient at the task of hovering the helicopter, it was felt that ten minutes

per condition was more than sufficient tine to obtain data representative of

their control behavior.

V1.2 6xperimental Apparatus

The helicopter used in this study was a Navy WrL-7 trainer of the type

presented in Figure VI.. The cockpit area on the left side of the aircraft

was completely lined with amber acetate. When wearing blue goggles everything

external to the subject's cockpit was blacked out, thus insuring that all

information was obtained from the contact analog and the hovering altimeter.

Also installed in the aircraft was an APN 07 doppler radar ground speed aen-

sor, an APN-22 sonic altimeter, an electromechanical ground plane generator,

a vertical altimeter of the type described in Section II.2 of Study I and

illustrated in Figures 11.6 and 11.7, and an Autonetics transparent combiner

lens of the type described ;lso in Study 1. Pe doppler radar sensed both

fore-and-aft and lateral translational deviations of the helicopter with the

output signals being used to drive two belts, oriented 900 to each other, in

the ground plane generator in X and Y. The display generation 3ystem is
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PIGWB VIJ.1 PHOOMAPh OF THi NAVY WMl-7 NILICOPTER WITH
COCKPIT MWiIFICATION 1151M IN IVALIATING

IN-PLIGH POUFOMANCI ON ThE CONTACr ANALOG.

presented in Figure VI.2 where mechanization of the different axes and oni-

entatiois of the two belts are illustrated. The Bendix sonic altimeter, whose

output was used to drive the vertical altimeter, sensed deviations of the

helicopter along the vertical (altitude) axis, Pitch and roll signals for

driving the system were obtained from a Lear Master Attitude Reference Gyro

System, and yaw signals for changiag ozai-tation of the grid lines were ob-

tained from output 3ignals of ikn M4-1 compass system,
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FIGURE VI.2, DECRIPTIVE SKETCH OF THE AIRBORNE GWVJUND PLANE 3ENERATOR
USED FOR PRODUCTION OF SHADcMCRAPH DISPLAY,
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The projection technique which was employed to produce the display image

used a point source light to project a shadow of the grid pattern on a ground

glass screen. An aerial

image of the pattern was

EXIT -UIL erected through a lens and

mirror arrangement as de-

picted in Figure VI.3.

The combiner lens colli-

-- HADOW Of 0410 mated the image for view-
H COLLIATIN. ing at the exit pupil,

CONG1l1911
IMN which in size was dictated

by the physical size of
FIGURE VI.3. ILLUSTRATION O' PROJECTION SYSTEM

USED TO GENERATE AND DISPLAY THE the optics in the projec-
PERSPECTIVE GRID PATrERN.

tion system. In this case

the pupil was 4.25 inches in diameter and in focus at a distance of 24.62 inches

from the surface of the combiner lens.

VI.3. Techniques of Measurement

Since the purpose of this study was to obtain data which would allow a

comparative evaluaticn of iontrol behavior in the helicopter with that in the

simulator, no attempv was made to collect data which would be indicative of

level of performance or proficiency as such. Fore-and-aft %nd lateral cyclic

control pickoffs were. obtained by attachip% two potentiometers on the bell

crank assemoiy at the pivot poLnt of the cyclic stick. Thus, any motion of

the control produced a voltage output whose axplitude was a function of the

extent of control displacement. The voltage. corresponding to the cyclic

stick deflections were amplified and recorded as tracings on light sensitive

paper by a Century Model 409 recording oscillograph. The recorder paper was
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driven at a speed of one inch per second which was sufficiently fast to re-

produce the relatively low frequency, low amplitude cyclic deflections.

Rudder pedal movements were also picked off at the point of rotation by

means of a potentiometer assembly and amplified at the recorder to provide a

true representation of the pedal motion required to hold heading while in a

hovering state. The response of the helicopter to such pedal and cyclic con-

trol motions was exhibited by attitudinal and heading changes which were also

amplified and recorded from the output of the MA-i compass system and the

Lear Master Attitude Gyro System.

The performance measurement techniques used in the initial simulator

training portion of the itudy were identical to those utilized in Studies I

and II in that the integrator networks provided immediate readout of system

performance in terma of integrated absolute error scores. As described

earlier, these scores were obtained directly from reset counters at the ex-

perimenter's console and were used in this study to determine at what point

in time the two sibjects had attained asymptotic proficiency in the simulator.

At such time, cyclic and rudder pedal responses, as well as simulator pitch,

roll and yaw responses, were recorded on the magnetic tape system. Recorded

at the same time under the motion condition which was the only condition

under which these two subjects were traaiazd, were pitch, roll and yaw motions

of the display generation system.

VI.4 Methods of Analysis

The recorded information obtained in the helicopter was reduced in a

manner different from that in the simulator, since the data exlstcd in the

form of oscillographic tracings and not on magnetic tape. The six channels

of information recorded in the ship consisting of fore-and-aft and lateral

cyclic motions, pedal motions, pitch and roll attitude changes And heaoing
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deviations, were tvansferred to IBM punched cards through processing on a

Benson Lehner Model E-Z *Oscar" and an IBM Model 26 card punch. From the

record of each five-minute trial seventy five seconds of data were extracted

for analysis. The section analysed started at a point twelve seconds re-

moved from the beginning of each trial and terminated at a point eighty seven

seconds from the beginning. The intervening section of tape was read off at

one-tenth second intervals to provide 750 data points per trial/subject/

condition/recorded dimension. These data were then averaged across the two

subjects and two trials for each condition to provide a total of twelve data

distr4butions. The twelve distributions were then used to determine the

auto-correlation function for each recorded control and response function by

means of an IBM 650 computer. The program used for the calculation of the

functions was the same as that used in Study I with the exception that 750

data points were used rather than 7?0. The procedures and mathematical ex-

pression used to obtain these function were identical in all other respects

to those described in Section 11.4 of Study I.

Vl.5 s

The two subjects used in this study were two white, male, flight-

experienced pilots with both fixed- and rotary-wing qualifications. One of

the subjects was an experienced helicoptc test pilot, while the other,

though unlicensed, was quite experienced and proficcint at controlling the

aircraft. The average age of the subjects was 37 years with an average

flight time in helicopters of 510 hours.
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VII. RESUI.TS AND DISCUSSION - STUDY III

The results of the flight tests for each of the two subjects are present-

ed as dashed-line curves in Figures VII.I through VII.6. Figure VII.1 repre-

sents the behavioral pattern of Subject #I (LEW) in terms of a comparative

plot of the auto-correlation function for cyclic pitch control under both the

helicopter analog and simulator motion conditions. Inspection of the two

tO

SUBJECT NO. I
CYCLIC PITCH

SIMULATOR 0' . 0743
.6 i SHIP ANALOG 0- .2311

~A

r

-A

-A

, .1 LS 2A 32 40 49 6 64 7.2 10 S U IDA
TIME SHIFT (, - SEC)

FIGURE VII.l. PLOT OF NORMALIZED AUTO-CORRELATIOL
FUNCTION FOR PITCH CYCLIC - S #1

functions reveals the same fundamental frequency in both, although the function

for the simulator condition indicates a highly predominant periodic function

which, if T had been shifted far enough in time, probably would have damped

to zero, As was noted in Study I, the simulation tests were corducted allow-

ing each subject to provide his own noise, that is, there was not an external

fctcing function which kept the system in a perpetual state of motion. How-

ever in the flight test study control noise introduced to the system by the

S was also augmented by random noise caused by gusts. Such df.:ferences would
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tend to contribute to control differences of the type observed. The flight

test function, If the periodic gust is subtracted, shows an almost neutrally

damped periodic component oi approximately the same frequency. From these it

would appear that the S's control technique under the two conditions was quite

similar, although he had a tcndency to "over control" in the simulator.

Figure VII.2 is a plot of the auto-correlation functions for cyclic roll

control of the same S under the same two conditions. Again, correspondence in

basic control frequency is indicated, although what appears to be a third

harmonic is superimposed on the basic frequency component of the simulator

control function. This control harmonic may have been induced by gusts or it

LO

* SUBJECT NO.1
LATERAL CYCLIC

SIMULATOR -01 * .0441
SHIP ANAL03 - .

|  
3 728

j: 2

lB 2.4 3.2 4.0 '6 "r64 72 10 L b ICQ4
TIME SHIFT 11% SEC)

FIGURE VII.2. PLOT OF NORMALIZMI AUTI-CORRELATION
FUNCTION FOR ROLL CYCLIC - S #I.

may have been due to the S's peculiar technique in controlling the helicopter

whereby he attempted to maintain an oscillatory condition at all times by

putting in errors and immediately taking them out.

The rudder pedal response of the S under tt_- same two ccnditions is pre-

sented in Figure VII.3. where it is seen that the response in the simulator

was characterized by a highly damped function the mean value of which was so
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large that it tended to swamp the variations of the true control function*

However, it is seen that the basic frequency of this component is quite simi-

lar to that of the helicopter function which is described by a damped, periodic

low frequency function on which is superimposed a high frequency out. This is

undoubtedly due to the coupling between roll and yaw and reflects to a great

extent the S's high frequency control inputs in the roll channel.

SUJEtCT NO. I
YAW 111DAI

SIMULATOR s--0 .O0i
~ SWP &aiAnO -_a1g. was

!. \
.2 \ I/

IS 2.4 $2 4. 4 S4 4 72 .14
TIE SHIFT( I * SC I

FIGURE VII.3. PLOT OF NORMALIZED AUTO-CORRELATION
FUNCTION FOR PEDAL RESPONSE - S #1.

Figure VII.4 - VII.6 presents a plot of the same functions for the same

three axes for Subject #2 (CJ). It is apparent that the subject controlled

the three axes under the two conditions in, essentially the same manner. For

example, Figure VII.4 shows the same low frequency control components with a

superimposed high frequency function for both conditions. Again, it is seen

that the inherent stability of the helicopter relative to the simulator is

reflected in the shape of -he cyclic pitch fui:.tion. This situatioa is in-

dicated by the fact that the cyclic function in the helicopter does not fall

as rapidly as the simulator function, nor does it reach as low a level of

correlation. These factors indicate that the basic control motions were much
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.UBJECT NO. 2
CYCLIC PITCH

SIMULATOR - g. *0BJ lamp MsIa.Oe - - Qt" iLla

FUNCTION FOR PITCH CYCLIC - S #2.

larger in the helicopter than in the simulator; and, secondly, the fact that

the function never approaches the base line indicates that the mean value of

control re-ponses increased or maintained a relatively high level as the time

shift Cr ) was made.

The functions described in Figure V11*5 exhibit the same low frequency

SIUHCT NO. I
~CYCLIC POLL

- SULATOk ,420-S

SHIP A/NA£LD CO-
* 

J44

0 14 A t 0 48 64 64 t 6.) U 5a 10.A
TIME SHIFT I* I (

FIGURE VII,, PLOT OF NORMALIZED AUTO-CJRRBLATIR
FUNCTION FOR POLL CYCLIC - S #2.
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response characteristics under both conditions. Again, it is seen that a

third order harmonic is supetimposed upon both functions, an indication that

the S controlled the roll axis of both the helicopter and the simulator in an

identical fashion. The only difference appears to be a relatively small dis-

crepancy in the damping of the long period roll phugoid in favor of the hei-

copter, a characteristic that is consistent with the fact that the helicopter

w as more stable than the simulator equations.

Figure VII.6 shows identical pedal responses of the S under the two con-

ditions. Although control amplitude is not reflected in an auto-correlation

function as such, it is reflected in the computed value of the variance in that

a high variance figure indicates a relatively low control power/inertiA system.

L0 SUlDJECT NO.9
YAW PEDAL

- $1MULAT011 01-.001

.I Z4 3 4U 40 SA 64 i.; c0 to I 0TIME SKIFT (11 * SECJ

FIGURE VII.6. PLOT OF NORMALIZED AUTO-CORKELTION
FUNrTI',W FOR PEDAL RESJIOSE - :i #2.

Consequently, the low value of the variance pre-..nted in rigure VII.6 for the

simtl ator indicates that in term; (j control. pwer the simulator was ,;onsider-

ably more sensitive than t'- ,elicopttr, a fact brought out in previous dis-

cussion and verifted by these data.

The functions presenrt-d in Figures VII.7 - V11.9 represeuts an average
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of the auto-corralation functions for each of the three rotational axes across

the two Ss. Each of the three figures allows a comparison of operator behav-

ior across the two conditions of helicopter flight and the simulator motion

condition. From Figure VII.7 it is seen that the frequency of cyclic response

in the simulator approximates to a great extent the functions derived for the

helicopter conditions with the exception that the simulator function was highly

under-damped. The under-damped condition was contributed to by the fact that

.6 CYCLIC PITCH
SIMULATOR - Oa.O432 IN

.5 SHIP CONTACT ....- Oe. INI3
SHIP ANALOG t A104 INS

.4-

W-.2

hi '' ,

kJ0
U -1

-. I

1 2 A 4'0 4' 5d, 6' 2 B..: 9' 4

TIME SHIFT (T. 5£SC.)

FIGURE. Vll.7. PLOT OF ME AN NORMALIZED AUTO-CORRELATION
FUNCTIONlS FOR PITCH CYCLIC ACROSS BOTH Ss.

one of the two pilot3 attempted to control the simulator in precisely the

same manner that he controlled the helicopter. Since the control power/inertia

was greater in the simula tor than in the helicopter, and since angular velocity

U.



damping/inertia was less, the combination of these factors resulted in a

condition in which the S was consistently correcting for the displacements

induced by his own control motions. However, the basic frequency of cyclic

control motions under the three conditions is seen to oe quite similar.

Figure V11.8 presents the cyclic roll function for the same three conditions*

Here it Is seen that a difference exists between the fundamental control fre-

quencies of the simulator and the helicopter. Although the helicopter func-

tions appear to have a shorter period relative to the simulator, all of the

1.0

.9

* CYCLIC ROLL
SIMULATOR - 738 0283 INI
SHIP CONTACT W - .0720 IN'
SHIP ANALOG - - 0z' &3? '42

Z .5

p .3

2

.0 .6 1.6 UA.4 4 4.0 4A .& 6.4 7.2 80 8.0.6 t 10.4
TIME SHIFTI~sSEC.)

FIGURE VII.8. PLOT OF W2AN NORMALIZED AUT')-CORRELATICI
FUNCTIONS FOR ROLL CYCLIC ACROSS BOTH Ss.

functions have superimposed a third order hnronic which makes It difficult to

pinpoint the fundamantal ftequency. This is particularly true of the nellcopter



functions, a feature Which is duo both to the harm onic frequencies and high

damping.

In Figure VII.9 an average of thc functions for rudder pedal response

also indicates a high degree of slmilarity between the functions for the three

conditions. The two functions for the helicopter are seen to contain a high

frequency component superimposed on the fundamental response frequency. This

is particularly true of the helicopter contact condition and, in all probabili-

ty, was due to the fact that the pilots were able to maintain tighter direc-

tional control of the system on the contact condition while in ground effect.

1.0

.9- !YAW PEDAL
SIMULATOR - " .007965 IN1

.6I SHIP CONTACT .... .- .2144 IN'
SHIP ANALOG --- 0" . 474N 3

.7 '

.6

S"PCNAC ~ l-.140

'-TA

0.3 - -

% , , , , - . ...

o .8 1.6 2 4 3.2 4 0 4.8 .6 6.4 7,2 .0 6.6 9A 10 4

TINE SHIFT (t • SCC.;

FI('JE VII9. PLOT OF MEAN NRM4ALIZED AUTO-CORRELATION

• UNCTIOI'S FOR PEDiL RH:SINSES A(ROSS BOTH Ss.
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The preceding nine Figures have been devoted primarily to a representation

of the operators' response patterns while functioning under the various experi-

mental conditions, The objective here has been to demonstrate, with data ..hich

are truly reflective of behavioral processes, the similarities between flight

test and simulator performance. In contrast, Figures VII.JO - VII.12 are de-

signed to demonstrate the similariLies In system rather than operator perform-

ance across the three conditions. In Figure VII.1O it is seen that the func-

tions describing the pitch responses of the simulator and the helicopter analog

conditions are quite similar in fundamental frequency, although a harmonic is

seehs to be superimposed Dn the simulator function. This is to be expected when

i.0

.M

., PITCH ATTITUDE
SIMULATOR - 0 i2 1.160 DEG?

.7 SHIP CONTACT - .. .3086 OEG3

J-z l SHIP ANALOG - 0 - U n .2 DEGt

.6,
z14

U

z.4

4.-

- t I

26. 1.6 2.4 3.2 40 4.8 54 64 7.2 5.0 8.S 96 10.4
TIME SHIFT( T. SEC.)

FIGURE VII.16. PWT OF 4EAN W)RMALIZED AUTO-CORREIATIOI
r-IIWCTIOKS POR PITCH RFlSPINSU (F BOTH TIHK

SIMULATOR AND HFLICOPTLR.
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it is considered that on the pitch axis in the siaulator both higher control

power and lower damping were exhibited. It should also be ncted that the

simulator function approximates the helicopter analog function to a greater

degree than it does the helicopter contact ftenction. Again, this is to be

expected since the simulator training was also conducted on the contact analog

display. Another featire exhibited by these data is tl.e fact that the 1oeg

period pitch phugc-.d was controlled and damped much more adequately under the

helicopter contact condition tbap under the other two conditions. These te-

sults would be predicted considering the fact that this condition provided

information in a form that wvas consistent with the pilots' usual and habitdal

xiode %X operation; namely, the extraction of attitude and tr.nslatioppi in-

formation by visual reference to the ground plane.

Figure VII.ll is a presentAtion of the roll responses for both the simu-

lator and tbw helicopter under th. two conditions of viewig. Again it is

seen that the fundamental fcequency of the roll response is practically identi-

cal for the helicopter analog and simulator conditions, but the period of

these two frequencita appears to be approximately twice that of the helicopter

contact condition. This is an indication of differential proficiency in con-

trolling the long period roll phugoid of the hel'copter in favor of the contact

condition. This difference in frequency and damping is due to the relative

stability of the helicopter operating in conjunction with the factor of ex-

perience level of the pilots on contact flight. The similarity S4 the heli-

copter analog and simulator functions indicates that the Aisplayed information

was controlled in such a way that the two systems responded in a very similar

manner,
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FIGURE V11.1l. PLOT OF MEAN NORMALIZED AUTO-CORRELATION
FUNCT'x1iS FOR ROLL P.-SPONSE OF BOTH THE

SIMULATOR AND HELICOPTER.

Figure VI.12 presents the heading ur yaw responses of both the helicopter

and simulator, The two funr.tions for the analog display are seen to be quite

similar in form indicating that the response of the two systems were equiva-

lent. The fact that tie curves show a separation was probably due to differ-

ences in the extent of peoal travel required t4 maintain a desired heading.

However, it is also significant that under the helicopter contact conditions

the frequency of system response appears to be considt'-ably higher, indicat-
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ing that the pilots were man 1 .ning tighter heading control. These control

aspects were undoubtedly due to tne factor of flight experience on contact

information which has been note, in previous discussions.

1.0

.9 HEADING

SHIP ANALOG 02-- 1% ,g349 DE2

w.4

IL

4.3

L, . 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.6 4 8 5.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 8.8 9.6 10.4

TIME SHIFT (I -SEC.)

FIGURE VII.32. PLOT OF MFAN NORMALIZED AUTrO-CORRELATIGN
FUNCTIONS ' I HhADING RESPONSE OF BOTH THE

SIMULATOR AND HELICOPTER.
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V111. SUMMAKY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary it should be reiterated that the primary objective of these

studies has been to determine the extent to which operator behavior in the

simulator approximates that of in-flight performance. From the stand -'"nt of

the research and development goals of the ANIP program these studies , roviied

the basic results by means of which a valid laboratory ippraisal of various

design and instrumentation concepts may be undertaken. The results also re-

inforce and verify the decision that wis made early in the rotary-wing portion

of the program that simulator motion would serve to provide a more realistic

and valid basis for system evaluation. However, the results are also of more

general interest and value in that they provide a comparative measure of pro-

ficiency as it is related to the presence or absence of motion information.

In conjunction with such measures the nature of operator control differences

under both the simulator and flight-test conditions are also highlighted and

discussed in terms of time-history recordings and auto-correlation functions.

The results and conclusions of the three studies may be summed as

follows:

1. The incorporation of motion information in the simulator con-

tributed to significant proficiency differences in both pilot and

non-pilot subjects.

2. These differences were exemplified by the rate at which pro-

ficiency was accrued as well as by the ultimate levels of

asymptotic prcficien:y.

3. Transfer ftem motion to a no-motion conditIo~l resulted in pLr-

formance deterioration which was never regained regardless of

prac t ice.
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4. Enhanced proficiency was related to motion information which

served to provide 'advance' or 'quickened' information in contras3t

to the visual display alone.

5. Control behavior under the motion condition was exemplified

by relatively higher frequency, lower amplitude control inputs,

6. When reduced to auto-correlation functions the control inputs

under the motion condition approximated more closely in-flight

performance than did no-motion control behavior.

7. In-flight performance on the contact analog display approxi-

mated more closely simulator performance than did contact (VFR)

performance in the helicopter.

In addition to supporting the hypothesis as stated in the introduction

to these studies, these reulti art general enough to be of interest to many

who are involved in motion simulation and the role that it plays in operator

performance. It should be pointed out, however, that notan has been said

abcat how much notion and along or about what axes it is necessary. This is

quite obviously an experimental question, but there is every indication that

the results could have been duplicated with considerably less motion than was

utilized in the simulator.
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APPENDIX A

Instructions to Subjects

"The purpose of this experiment is to test the cffect upon your perform-

ance that may be contributed by the presence or absence of notion in the simu-

lator. The task at hand is to hold a 'hover', that is, to hold your position

and altitude relative to the shaded, crocsed lines that you see in the display.

For Iurposes of explanation we will call the line that extends longitudinally

in front of you as the N-S (North-South) axis, and the lateral line that bi-

sects the longitudinal at 900 as the E-W (East-West) axis. Your task then is

to maintain directional control such that you are always looking down the N-S

line and that the E-W line always occupies the same position In the display as

you now see it. As in a conventional helicopter, directional control is main-

a;jned through the rudder pedals and attitude and translational control is

maintained by appropriate movements of the cyclic. (Demonstrate). That is,

to correct a bank angle to the right requires a control input to the left and

the reverse for a bank to the left. The horizon reference indices that you

see attached to each side of this display frame provide an approximation of

straight ann level attit ide when aligned ith the horison. However, this helds

true only when the translating velocity is at or near zero.

"In addition to controlling ittitudt and direction you are also asked to

maintain the altitude which is presented by the altimeter situated behind the

display lens. An increase in altitude is represented by the dark tape occupy-

ing a greater portion of the instrument window, and conversely for a decrease.

The appropriate altitude to be maintained is pi.vvJ,1t0 by the index lccated in

the narrow region of the instrument face. (Demonstrate). Deviations from

this command altitude are controlled for by an increase (up) or decrease tdown)
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APPENDIX A (CONT'D)

in the c.nllective control while at the %amp time maintaining a manifold

pressure reading of 24 inches and an engine rpm reading of 32 0. These values

are to be maintained through coordinated control of the throttle and collective.

(Demonstrate).

"You have noticed by now that the region in which the display may be viewed

is relatively small. This limitation stems from the means b,, which the informa-

tion is displayed, but the display is 4uite adequate provided that your head

movements are restricted to the region in which it can be seen. Do you have

any questions?"
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NOTION PQUATIGNS FOR HOVERING EXPBRIMSNT

USING DYNAMIC PLATFORM

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to acquaint personnel concerned with
conducting the hovering experiment using the dynamic simulator platform
with the proposed airframe equations of motion. The equations, repre-
senting an HTL-7, are complete, but coupling networks between computer
ouLput and simulator input are yet to be determined. Thus the discussion
will be confined to the motion equations, their mechanization, and
dynamic responses to impulsive control applications.

Derivation of the motion equations is presented in Bell Report D228-350-
004. While the total equations, that is the non-linear set, are available
for use in this experiment, it is not believed necessary to program this
set, since the experimental area is to be confined strictly to the hover-
isig replm. Because of this fact, the non-linear set were linearized by
standard perturbation techniques about an airspeed of zero feet per
second. This should not cause any severe restrictions upon operation
other than limiting flight to hover. Therefore, the results of a
statistical evaluation of operator performance will be, for all practical
purposes, valid.

Control variations about a pre-selected point are the same as in an
actual ship providing the movements are not overly excessive. The
operator will provide inputs through longitudinal and lateral cyclic,
throttle, collective, and rudder. Because the equations have been
developed about a velocity of zero, the various controls mast be posi-
tioned at Lhelt uomputed initial positions. Thus, the opirator will in
effect be hovering at the instant of computer actuation. After that, his
control inputs, with one exception, determine computer outputs.

II. VALUATION OF INCREMiNTAL A01CR ANGULAR VELOCITY

The only control and motion equation not developed in Bell Report
D228-55C-004 is that of rotor angular velocity response to throttle
changes. In addition, we must also Investigate each individual equatio
of the set to ascertain its response to changes in rotor (or eagie)
angular velocity. The derivation on incremental Pigular velocity is
simple and quite straightforward.

We can show that

oHl , f(NP) ( B"OIPE ) N
i f-

I "
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where

RHPrj ' Engine Brake Horsepower

f(£4') * Functional Manifold pcessmndr

(B8HP/ MP)N = Puctial of BHPB with respect to .a '*fold
Pressure at a constant engine velocity.

From Lyconing Specification N220%5, we establish the following

f( 0P) 1 20TH

and

NP a 20TH * 8

where

TH a Throttle position, variatica 0 to 1.0

Further about an engi.-e speed of 3200 RPM9 we note

( ' HP0/IMP)N a 11,3

NIPH = (20 TH)ll.3

Now

*8 55OtS4P 1/ 1 .-.

%here

./1. a Rotnr aprlltr vwlekity

Q1 a iingine torque rWferred to rotor velocity

Then with o subscripts representing imiti. values.

A -"o a I(1)- 11/

Since

T . PR

where

*PT a Energy abso'bed by tail rotor

* : Pt a mntrgy absorbed by asin rotor
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Ab total differential of Qr becomes

'Lo -Lo -Ao

From D228-550.004

PT VTTT

PR a Vr V -* abc (.L" 31UR - "S V
where

T a Main Rotor Atrust

TT  m Tail Rotor Thrust

V = Inducted Velocity of Maim Rotor

VT  m Inducted Velocity of Tail Rotor

P a Air Density

b a Number of 2l',des

c 0 Main Rotor Cord

a a Main otor RViug

SR = Main Rotor Drag Coefficieat

a - Mass of Airframe

V* a Vertical Velocity of Airframe

The

PT a TTo a VT 4 VT* TT .(3)
1PR a To v -%AV Vo&T*3 p bc(_,3.o2 Itsm -  sv (4)

From D2 U-33$-O04

A TT ', TTo CT1 - 2ITTo a ,. ,

7 0 CT"i0

, ,t ---- Z C • _zr'A -,
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CT VAiU Ro0tor mrnt Co~ffci@*t

Ctr1 a Tail Rotor Tht~s C..fficit

In hover

V A a

V C- /L (7

-"0  n C ?

To determine totor Manl velocity. we se the tlatiouship

or for out pNrp"os

the total derivative of (9) becomes

215 1 -4~h~ (10)

Noting Mtha

&NI 2aS&TH

and Casbijajg (1) thro~ugh~ C) and Substituting la.z (10) we obtain

124 A.TVT 0

6A-ZA1 'd C i

--_ _Z__ _ _&_&A
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111. ADOITUR3S TO NOTJG4 Aq IATIONS TO P~ROVIDE .I

Buanination of the hovering equations of D228-SS0-004 reveals that only
the equation for fjneed be changed to provide &.-. To this equation

Substituting namerical values in the expcessioss for AA. we otain

'' 5.692.2kTH .1131 AV 47.5 & CIT -851 & Cy -

iv. comliTI morION eIATi(m

The set of equations representing hovering flight gr: . follows

Yx -G4a - 32.14 (oo( *e)

* 0

* l .Sliok 2 - .36569T. .008694 - .(10123 3  - 313.59 8.38"6

- 3383%~ - .06016VY - 1.731.4..

*Y 32.14(d,2'2) + 1 2 . 970T - .3036 .044460(2 17.670 .SO00/,

- .02019Va - .01823Vy 64 2

a a -. 1081V 3.7.\

- 21.260 -. 6m013 + .04213V* -
20.759 T. - .4;37 - 071l3o(

*.02782Y7

c 26.95(0 2#9 - 26.95o012 * 5,439 . * .1294$/ .018640( 2

-14.510 *.319403 .01693V. - .0090SVy
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7.! -17.07/ - 1383/ 669.00 + .1107V.. + .6548V .08073Va
1

+ e)= l-.47(o(j + e) + 11.47c j + 11.47 (b + *8c)
S.3o84(o,= +) + + .oo4776Vx

+e) -11.47(-:,, +6 ) , 11.47o ; + 11.47(6 t.8$)

.3084( ,k +) + .001193Vx - .O04776Vy

ap = a + .028 18 y

c j a ap

aR = 2

A. * - 02818&

c - -a-15c

3,

o 0

J = 5.692TH + .07173V* - 36.370 - 2.2 5 6QT .0 5 3 6 8 y/ 1.025/9

007733c 2 - .004417Vy - .4162.-/1-

MP a 20TI;

VN a VxcosA • VysinA

Vq a Vxsin,&A 4 VycoSJA.

H A "0 Vadt

The &'s have been dropped for eonvenience.
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V, COwuTI'R PRO0GR AND EQUATION NECHANIZATIOC

Computer mechanization of the equations of Part IV was accomplished
using standard techniques. The only circuit which might possibly require
comment is the limit and suppression arrangement in the vertical velocity
and position channel. Operation is as follows. Whenever the output of
the -H amplifier is '0 the operator has complete freedom of motion.
However, if the operator allows his vertical position (altitude) to be-
come <0(-H> 0), the diode input to the relay amplifier is effectively a
short circuit thus causing relay operation. Two things then occur
simultaneously. First, the -Vaamplifier feedback is shorted driving
-V output to zero. At the same time a * voltage is applied to -H input,
which corresponds to a posittve climb rate. This then drives the output
of -H negative which in turn opens the relay. We are now back in normal
operation. If the input to -V* is negative, its output is positive and
-H is negative (two integrations later in time) thus allowing normal
operation to continue. Should the -VA input be positive noon relay open-
ing, -H returns to a positive output and the suppression positive limit
cycle repeats and so continues until the operator tAkes the correct con-
trol movement (either up collective, increue throttle, or both). Sup-
pression limit cycle is a function of the forued input (essentially) to
-H, The effect of the triangular output of -H on the simulator platform
is a slight bouncing action, which should Inform the operator something
is &miss with his control application.

Vl. SIMULATOR COCKPIT CONTROL SENSITIVITY

Sensitivitics of the various controls and their trim settings are as
follows:

a. Longitudinal Cyclic

Trim position is center.

Sensitivity .28V/% of travel n .93V/degree
fore and aft of movement

b. Lateral Cyclic

Trim position is 3,810 left for 0 volts.

'Sensitivity .22VYA travel * .74V/degree -f movement
side to side

C. Collective

Trim position is at 67% of total travel up for 0 volts

Sensitivity ,19V/% of travl a .66V/degree of novement

d. Rudder Pedals

Trim position is left depressed 2.6 inchex for 0 volts.
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Sensitivity .34V,% of travel = 7V/inch of travel
fuli left to full
right depression

5. Throttle

Trim position is 85% of full travel for 0 volts

Sensitivity IV/% of travel (turn)

VII. SYSTEM RESPONSE TO CONTROL INPUTS

Response of the total system to impulse control applications is shown
in Figures 2 through 11. The system is dynamically unstable with a
phugoid of about 22 seconds, time to double amplitude approximately 18
seconds. The most critical mode, as would be expected, is pitch and
as a consequence will be the most difficult for subjects to control.
The lateral mode is initially stable, but because of cross-coupling
will eventually become dynamically unstable. Control of the lateral
axis will also be somewhat easier because of its relatively rapid re-
sponse. Short term control of rotor speed and vertical velocity will
present no great problem since cross-coupling is relatively insignifi-
cant; long period control will be somewhat more difficult if the pitch
axis is allowed to deviate very far from true hover.

VIII. GLOSSARY

Vx  Forward velocity of hub with respect to ground plane ft/sec

Vy Lateral " " " I " t t H ft/sec

V. Vertical " " " " " " " ft/sec

a Pitch acceleration of C.G. about hub rad/sec2

0(2 Roll ' . .. . " " rad/sec 2

Yaw acceleration of airframe rad/sec2

3 Flapping angle of rotor with respect to mast tad

0(1 Pitch axis angle of attack tad

0 Tip pain plane tilt with respect to iast (longitudinal) rad

o" o to " " " (laterAl) rd

I Lateral swash plate input rad

b Longitudinal swash plate input rad9U
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CHECKCED ___________ "" * " RPT D228-550-005

c Longitudinal n't~'hilizeir bar movement with respetr. to mast rad

0 Lateral of to to @I retd

O Collective pitzh input of rotor blades rad

" ' of tail rotor red

A Yaw rate With LCa. to ground plane cad/sac

P Pitch rate to to 1 6 Sotad/sec
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